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Abstract— This paper aims at providing solution for the 

manual handling of trolley at basket level of the “continuous 

casting and rolling” using gearbox powered by electric motor. 

The use of chain drive for the purpose of automated material 

handling to move the basket of coiled wire and replace 

another basket. In this project we proposed an automated 

material handling which is easy to implement and cost 

effective. The basket of coiled wire is to be automatically 

moved using the foot mounted motor with gearbox driven by 

chain and sprocket mechanism. Generally, handling control 

systems can be fully integrated into the business to gain the 

maximum benefits from the investment. Testing the design of 

a conventional automated material handling system is 

essential to ensure that system will provide the expected 

benefits after implementation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Material handling is necessary and significant component of 

any productive activity. It is something that goes on in every 

plant all the time. Material handling means providing the 

right amount of the right material, in the right condition, at 

the right place, at the right time, in the right position and for 

the right cost, by using the right method. It is simply picking 

up, moving, and lying down of materials through 

manufacture. In general, hundreds and thousands tons of 

materials are handled daily requiring the use of large amount 

of manpower while the movement of materials takes place 

from one processing area to another or from one department 

to another department of the plant. The cost of material 

handling contributes significantly to the total cost of 

manufacturing. In the modern era of competition, this has 

acquired greater importance due to growing need for reducing 

the manufacturing cost. The importance of material handling 

function is greater in those industries where the ratio of 

handling cost to the processing cost is large. Today material 

handling is rightly considered as one of the most potentially 

lucrative areas for reduction of costs. A properly designed 

and integrated material handling system provides tremendous 

cost saving opportunities and customer services improvement 

potential. 

Automation has brought some drastic changes in 

manufacturing over the past century this changes include 

increase in overall profitability and decreasing human efforts 

of manufacturing system. Automation of manufacturing 

systems requires integration of various fields such as 

mechanical, control and electronic systems, and computers.  

When a material handling system is to be made autonomous 

there is a need for additional sensors and appropriate control 

logic to manage the discrete events. It should be also noted 

that an autonomous system does not differ much structurally 

from the existing system. This reduces the overall cost for the 

automation. Even before the system is built, modeling and 

simulation of the system gives not only a good perception of 

the dynamic operations, but also a method to verify the 

design. An autonomous material handling system can be 

modeled as discrete event system at a certain level of 

abstraction. 

There are many methods to winds a coil nowadays. 

There are two of the most common methods of winding coils 

are spindle winding and fly winding. In the spindle winding 

process, the coil is wound by rotating its basket or core. In the 

fly winding process, the basket is fixed and the wire is 

wrapped around it. The basket of coiled wire is to be 

automatically moved using the flat mounted motor with 

gearbox driven by chain and sprocket mechanism. 

Manual handling occurs in all working environment. 

There are several factors that make manual handling 

hazardous, increase the risk of injury and affects on: 

Productivity, the load, the individual, the time. The primary 

objective of a material handling system is to reduce the unit 

cost of production. The other subordinate objectives are: 

reduce manufacturing cycle time, promote safety and 

improve working conditions, to save human fatigue, to reduce 

time for trolley replacement, to provide automatic basket 

changing method without human intervention. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology adopted are as follows: to study the time 

difference of change in basket, provide mechanical pulling 

system to the trolley with the help of gearbox powered by 

electric motor, synchronize the speed of trolley in such a way 

that trolley will be at a concentric position with the basket. 

To cope with the mentioned problems above 

methods and techniques such as chain and sprocket drive, 

helical-bevel gearbox, limit switches and etc. were suggested. 

The difference between the old and the new system is shown 

in the table below. 

Sr. 

No. 
Old System New System 

1. Manual handling Automotive handling 

2. 

More time 

required to move 

the basket 

Less time required to move 

the basket 

3. 

3 -4 workers were 

needed to move 

the basket 

Only 1 operator needed for 

the operation 

4. 
Less maintenance 

required 

More maintenance required 

for the chain, motor gearbox 

and other components 

Table 1: Difference between old and new system 

III. COMPONENTS USED FOR MATERIAL HANDLING SYSTEM  

 Motor 

An induction motor or 3 phase induction motor is an AC 

electric motor in which the electric current in the rotor needed 
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to produce torque is obtained by electromagnetic induction 

from the magnetic field of the stator winding. An induction 

motor can therefore be made without electrical connections 

to the rotor. An induction motor's rotor can be either wound 

type or squirrel-cage type. Three-phase squirrel-cage 

induction motors are widely used in industrial drives because 

they are rugged, reliable and economical. Single-phase 

induction motors are used extensively for smaller loads, such 

as household appliances like fans. Although traditionally 

used in fixed-speed service, induction motors are increasingly 

being used with variable-frequency drives (VFDs) in 

variable-speed service. VFDs offer especially important 

energy savings opportunities for existing and prospective 

induction motors in variable-torque centrifugal fan, pump and 

compressor load applications. Squirrel cage induction motors 

are very widely used in both fixed-speed and variable-

frequency drive (VFD) applications. 

1) Motor Calculations 

The basket base has wheels which has Taper roller bearing 

fitting in their respective shaft has coefficient of friction 0.02. 

Hence considering 0.02 as coefficient of friction, the load 

acting on the motor will be, 

W = 3000 Kg * 0.02 = 60 Kg 

a) Torque Calculations 

Torque available at the output of gearbox = 1469 N-m 

=149.7 Kg-m 

For length of 1.4 m Torque will be 149.7 * 1.4 

Therefore, Torque = 209.5 Kg-m 

b) Gearbox Ratio 

The centre distance between the two baskets is 1400 mm 

Diameter of sprocket = 200 mm 

Required revolutions of sprocket for changing 

basket = C.D./Circumference of Sprocket = 1400/200*3.14 = 

2.228 rev 

Assuming time required for changing the basket is 5 

to 6 seconds. By taking smaller value 5 seconds, 

Output speed of the gearbox = 2.228/5 

=0.4456 rps (revolutions per second) 

=0.4456*60 (revolutions per minute) 

=26.436 ≈ 26 rpm 

Therefore, Gear box ratio = 1445/26 = 55.69 

For this ratio the gear box available are spur gear, 

helical gear, worm and worm gear and bevel gear. Spur gears 

produce a lot of noise when operating at high speeds. They 

cannot be used for long distance power transmission. Gear 

teeth experience a large amount of stress and slip of gears 

may also occur during the operations. Hence, due to these 

reasons helical gear is favorable for the operation as the teeth 

engage a little at a time rather than the entire face at once. 

This causes less noisy power transfer in case of helical gears 

and for same tooth size (module) and equivalent width, 

helical gears can handle more load than spur gears. And in 

case of worm and worm gears the gear box cannot be operated 

in reverse direction as the gears are self-locking. Hence we 

preferred helical gear gearbox. 

The output shaft of the helical gear is axial, but the 

area required to mount the gear motor is more. So, we used 

Bevel gear which reduces area and also the output shaft is 

perpendicular. 

 
Fig. 1: Gear Motor 

 Sprocket 

Sprockets are rotating parts with teeth that are used in 

conjunction with a chain and, almost always, at least one 

other sprocket to transmit torque. Sprockets and chain can be 

used to change the speed, torque, or original direction of a 

motor. In order for sprockets and chain to be compatible with 

each other they must both have the same thickness and pitch. 

In order for the sprockets and chain to work effectively, all of 

the sprockets should be on parallel shafts with their 

corresponding teeth on the same plane. Sprockets are one 

common way to transmit power and change the output torque 

or speed of a mechanical system. Understanding of these 

basic concepts is required to make optimized design 

decisions. For rotating parts like sprockets and wheels, speed 

is expressed in how many revolutions are made in a given 

amount of time. This rotational speed can be converted into 

linear speed at the edge of the sprocket by multiplying the 

pitch diameter by the rotations for a given time. Torque is 

roughly the measure of the turning force on an object like a 

sprocket or a gear. Mathematically, torque is the rate of 

change of the angular momentum of an object. When torque 

is turning an object like a sprocket, the sprocket will create a 

straight line (linear) force at the point where the teeth contact 

the chain. The magnitude of the torque created is the product 

of the rotational force applied and the length of the lever arm, 

which for a sprocket, is half of the pitch diameter the radius). 

Number of Teeth is the total count of the number of teeth 

(projections) around the whole circumference of a sprocket. 

For sprockets with very few teeth it is easy to simply count 

the number of teeth. However, for sprockets with a higher 

number of teeth, attempting to count the teeth may not be very 

practical or accurate. The ratio of the pitch diameter between 

sprockets can be used to calculate the gear ratio, but more 

commonly and much more simply the ratio of the number of 

teeth is used for this calculation. Pitch represents the amount 

of pitch diameter in inches per tooth. Gears with a larger pitch 

will have bigger teeth. Outside Diameter (OD) will always be 

larger than the pitch diameter but smaller than the chain 

clearance diameter. Chain Clearance Diameter is the outside 

diameter of a sprocket with chain wrapped around it. The 

chain clearance diameter will always be larger than the pitch 

diameter and the outside diameter 

The specifications of sprocket is as shown in table: 

Type of sprocket Duplex 

Number of teeth 24 

Pitch 1 inch (25.4 mm) 

Hub Diameter 120 mm 

Outside Diameter 200 mm 

Inside Diameter 60 mm 

Pitch Circular Diameter 168 mm 

Material Hardened Mild Steel 

Thickness with Hub 70 mm 
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Thickness without hub 46 mm 

Table 2: Specifications of Duplex Sprocket 

 
Fig. 2: Duplex Sprocket used in System 

 Chain 

A chain is a reliable machine component, which transmits 

power by means of tensile forces, and is used primarily for 

power transmission and conveyance systems. The function 

and uses of chain are similar to a belt. There are many kinds 

of chain. It is convenient to sort types of chain by either 

material of composition or method of construction. 

 
Fig. 3: Specifications of Chain 

Power transmission machines use chains, gears, or 

belts. Usually, chain is an economical part of power 

transmission machines for low speeds and large loads. 

However, it is also possible to use chain in high speed 

conditions like automobile engine camshaft drives. This is 

accomplished by devising a method of operation and 

lubrication. Basically, there are lower limits of fatigue 

strength in the gear and the chain, but not in the belt. 

Furthermore, if a gear tooth breaks, the gear will stop at the 

next tooth. Therefore, the order is gear > chain > belt in the 

aspect of reliability. It is possible to decrease gear noise by 

adjusting the gears precisely or by adapting the drive to a 

helical or double helical gear. Both of these are expensive, 

and thrust load may occur with the use of helical gears. Chain 

is more suitable to long-term continuous running and power 

transmission with limited torque fluctuation. Gears are more 

fit to reversing or intermittent drives. The greater the shaft 

center distance, the more practical the use of chain and belt, 

rather than gears. Generally, under the same transmission 

conditions, the cost of toothed belts and pulleys is much 

higher than the cost of chains and sprockets. 

 
Fig. 4: Duplex Chain used in the system 

 Limit Switch 

In electrical engineering a limit switch is a switch operated 

by the motion of a machine part or presence of an object. 

They are used for controlling machinery as part of a control 

system, as a safety interlocks, or to count objects passing a 

point.  A limit switch is an electromechanical device that 

consists of an actuator mechanically linked to a set of 

contacts. When an object comes into contact with the 

actuator, the device operates the contacts to make or break an 

electrical connection. Limit switches are used in a variety of 

applications and environments because of their ruggedness, 

ease of installation, and reliability of operation. They can 

determine the presence or absence, passing, positioning, and 

end of travel of an object. They were first used to define the 

limit of travel of an object; hence the name "Limit Switch”. 

Standardized limit switches are industrial control components 

manufactured with a variety of operator types, including 

lever, roller plunger, and whisker type. Limit switches may 

be directly mechanically operated by the motion of the 

operating lever. A reed switch may be used to indicate 

proximity of a magnet mounted on some moving part. 

Proximity switches operate by the disturbance of an 

electromagnetic field, by capacitance, or by sensing a 

magnetic field. Rarely, a final operating device such as a lamp 

or solenoid valve will be directly controlled by the contacts 

of an industrial limit switch, but more typically the limit 

switch will be wired through a control relay, a motor 

contactor control circuit, or as an input to a programmable 

logic controller. 

 
Fig. 5: Limit Switch used in the system 

IV. COST REPORT 

 Material Cost 

1) Foot mounted helical bevel gear motor = Rs 78,000. 

2) Pedestal bearing {2 pcs} = Rs 30,500. 

3) Duplex sprocket {2 pcs} = Rs 20,000. 

4) Duplex chain 7m long = Rs 6,020. 

5) Miscellaneous Cost = Rs 8,200 

Total Cost = Rs 1, 42,720 

 Maintenance Cost 

Gear Oil 460 is used for lubrication purpose. 

Annual maintenance cost for 

1) Foot mounted helical bevel gear motor  

2) Duplex sprocket 

3) Duplex chain  

4) Pedestal bearing 

5) Ball bearing 

6) Total cost = Rs 2,500 

 Cost of Electricity 

Annually motor works for 5256 minutes= 87.6 hours per 

annum 

Therefore, electricity consumption per annum= 87.6 

* 4 = 350.4 kWh 

Annual cost of electricity= Energy consumption * 

Rate of electricity = 350.4*12.5 

Total electricity cost = Rs 4,380 
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 Payback Period 

Payback period in capital budgeting refers to the period of 

time required to recoup the funds expended in an investment. 

The payback period is expressed in years and fractions of 

years. It is given by the formula: 

Payback period (years) = Total Investment Cost/Net 

Annual Savings 

Total Investment = Total cost + Installation Cost = 

Rs 1, 42,720 + 12000 

Total Investment = Rs 1, 54,720. 

Net Annual Saving = Wages of 2 workers – (Cost of 

electricity per annum + cost of maintenance per annum) 

Wages of 2 workers per annum = 8000*2*12 = Rs 

1, 92,000 

Cost of electricity per annum     = Rs 4,380 

Cost of maintenance per annum = Rs 2,500 

Therefore, Net Annual Saving = Rs 1, 92,000–

(4,380 + 2,500) 

Net Annual Saving = Rs 1, 85,120 

Thus, Payback Period = 1, 54,720/1, 85,120 = 

0.8357 years =10.029 months 

Payback Period = 305 days. 

 Return on Investment 

Return on investment (ROI) measures the gain or loss 

generated on an investment relative to the amount of money 

invested. ROI is usually expressed as a percentage. 

It is given by the formula: 

ROI (%) = Net Profit/Total Investment * 100 

Net Profit = Net Annual Saving – Total Investment 

= Rs 1, 85,120 – 1, 54,720 

Net Profit = Rs 30,400. 

Therefore, ROI (%) = 30,400/1, 54,720 = 

0.1965*100 

ROI (%) = 19.65% 

Thus, the project is intended to earn a profit of 

19.65%. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This project established the fact that a Material Handling 

System (MHS) consists of three main pillars; design 

principles and physical elements, information and software, 

human and management, which are equally important in 

order to achieve a well-functioning MHS on manufacturing 

shop floor. Moreover, based on the comprehensive literature 

review and case company investigation the existing issue 

with traditional MHS were identified and categorized as; 

delivery performance, operation costs and safety. To cope 

with the mentioned problems above methods and techniques 

such as chain and sprocket drive, helical-bevel gearbox, limit 

switches and etc. were suggested. It was also clearly argued 

that by integrating automated material handling with 

production process many undesirable material handling 

activities could be easily avoided. The whole system has a 

good compatibility and compact structure. The components 

are easy to install, and the line running is stable in the actual 

production. The labor intensity is greatly reduced for 

workers, so it has high degree of automation. On the basis of 

ensuring the quality, it improves product efficiency and 

brings great economic benefits. 
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